ST-20/30 WEDGE ASSEMBLY

DESCRIPTION
ST-20/30 WEDGE ASSEMBLY

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 WEDGE, MACHINED ST20/ST30 1
2 GASKET DEFLECTOR SHIELD 1
3 SNAP LOCK MTR MNT CVR PLT 1
4 UPPER X SIDE WIPER FELT 1
5 LEFT SIDE, UPPER X SIDE WIPER FELT 1
6 TOP X WIPER MOUNT ST20 1
7 UPPER X TOP WIPER FELT 1
8 LOWER X BS SCREW COVER, ST-30 1
9 X WIPER RTR 3
10 LEFT Z SLIDING COVER, ST-20 1
11 RIGHT Z SLIDE COVER, ST-20 1
12 BRACKET, CBL DRAPE MNTG, ST-20/30 1
13 SHCS 65/16-18 X 1 1/4 DOMESTIC ONLY 22
14 CAM LINEAR GUIDE 22
15 PROX SENSOR MNT BRKT 1/4 1
16 LINEAR GUIDE 35 X 840 W/CVR STRIP 2
17 NUT HOUSING ZAXIS 1
18 DUAL CONDUT HOLDER BRACKET, MAIN BRACKET 1
19 DUAL CONDUT HOLDER BRACKET 2
20 TUBE SEPARATOR 3-GANGS 4
21 LUBE FITG ADPT 5/16-24-F X M6X 1
22 X-AXIS GREASE LUBE LINES ST30 1
23 PROX SW NC 2 WIRE 1 5 WICNN 1
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Ballscrew Assembly and Motor
See Sheet 2 for Details
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